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Description:

Red lace needlework set
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Agnès Delage-Calvet

This is a beautiful set of needlework accessories comprising:
- a square "mattress shaped" pincushion
- a small dice-shaped scissor fob.

Both items are assembled using the fool-proof "biscornu method", ie using a row of backstitch along the borders
which is later used to assemble the parts along sharp straight lines.

The "mattress shape" is quite unique. The top of the pincushion is richly decorated as well as all four sides of
the cushion. The dice is stitched in a single piece then assembled into a cube shape. The pincushion is about 3 x
3 inches and the dice a little over an inch (on 28ct).
The stitching involves a combination of cross stitch and intricate backstitch resulting in a stunning stitched
piece. It is worked in a single color of red from the DMC Variations range.
A cross stitch pattern by Agnès Delage-Calvet.
>> see more patterns by Agnès Delage-Calvet
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Red lace needlework set
Chart size in stitches:
- pincushion: 2 x (40 x 40) + (160 x 10)
- dice: 48 x 64
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch,
Chart: Black & White, Color
Threads: DMC color Variations
Number of colors: 1
Themes: a square pin cushion, in the shape of a “small mattress” and a scissor fob in a dice shape.

>> see more patterns with lace effects by Agnès Delage-Calvet
>> see all patterns from the Stitchers' corner (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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